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February, Uskali Mäki (EUR)
"Free market economics of economics: Issues of reflexivity and consistency"
John Groenewegen (EUR) comments

19 February, Jack Vromen (EUR and University of Amsterdam)
"If homo oeconomicus survived, who is he?"
Maarten Janssen (EUR) comments

5 March, Maurice Lagueux (University of Montréal, Canada)
"Do metaphors affect economic theory?"
Albert Jolink (EUR) comments

19 March, Alex Viskovatoff (EUR)
"Foundations of Niklas Luhmann's theory of social systems"
Tannelie Blom (University of Maastricht) comments

9 April, Viktor Vanberg (University of Freiburg, Germany)
"Evolution of rules and evolution within rules"
Jack Vromen (EUR and University of Amsterdam) comments

23 April, Julian Lamont (Queensland University of Technology, Australia)
"The problems of using efficiency to critique income tax proposals"
Arjo Klamer (EUR) comments
7 May, Theo Kuipers (University of Groningen and NIAS)

“Truth approximation in physics and economics”

Hans Koeze (EUR) comments